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Study description

Research sample

Sampling strategy

Data collection

Timing and spatial scale

The bioinformatic and biochemical data generated in this study have been deposited in Supplementary Information/Source Data file. Source data are provided with
this paper. The script to run the statistical analysis of the optimal GDP-binding temperature is available at https://zenodo.org/badge/latestdoi/703800685.
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This work used ancestral sequence reconstruction and experimentally determine the optimal GDP-binding temperature of a
translation elongation factor EF-1A from ancient and extant Asgard archaea, to explore OGT evolution of Asgard archaea and infer
optimal growth temperatures of the last Asgard ancestor of eukaryotes.

The research sample is 195 translation elongation factors including 106 EF-1A from our local Asgard database (PMID: 33911286) and
the other archaeal, bacterial EF and eukaryotic protein from UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/) and NCBI database
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). These EF proteins were chosen because they are reviewed EF proteins that harbor a typical
PRK12317 domain. These sample represent the EF of archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic EF proteins when explore the EF evolution.
In particular, the other archaeal EF proteins were chosen covering representative archaeal lineages, which is sufficient for exploring
EF evolution in archaea.

A total of 195 EF proteins were sampled in this work. We firstly collected the 106 EF proteins from our local Asgard database (PMID:
33911286). We then chosen the other reviewed archaeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic EF proteins from UniProt database (https://
www.uniprot.org/) and NCBI database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The Asgard EF proteins are all we can collected based on our
database, and they cover the major Asgard lineages. The other archaeal EF proteins cover the all known major archaeal phyla and
superphyla. Thus, these archaeal EF proteins are sufficient for exploring EF evolution in archaea domain. Since this work focuses on
Asgard EF evolution, the bacterial and eukaryotic EF proteins are sufficient for using as outgroup.

Zhongyi Lu collected the EF protein sequences from UniProt database (https://www.uniprot.org/), NCBI database (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and our local Asgard archaea database (PMID: 33911286) using computer. Zhongyi Lu collected the
bioinformatic data (including phylogenetic analysis, protein structure construction, sequence alignment, and ancestral protein
predication, OGT predication based on genomes) using computer. Runyue Xia recorded the protein purification using Bio-Rad Gel Doc
XR, NanoDrop Spectrophotometers, and ÄKATA Pure Protein Purification System. Runyue Xia recorded the GDP-binding temperature
data of EF proteins using Infinite 200 PRO and computer. Runyue Xia analyzed correlation between OGT and GDP-binding
temperature of EF using computer.

The research sample is protein sequences that were deposited in our local database and online database (e.g. NCBI and Uniprot). This




